On the role of vector modeling in a minimalistic epidemic model.
The motivation for the research reported in this paper comes from modeling the spread of vector-borne virus diseases. To study the role of the host versus vector dynamics and their interaction we use the susceptible-infected-removed (SIR) host model and the susceptible-infected (SI) vector model. When the vector dynamical processes occur at a faster scale than those in the host-epidemics dynamics, we can use a time-scale argument to reduce the dimension of the model. This is often implemented as a quasi steady-state assumption (qssa) where the slow varying variable is set at equilibrium and an ode equation is replaced by an algebraic equation. Singular perturbation theory will appear to be a useful tool to perform this derivation. An asymptotic expansion in the small parameter that represents the ratio of the two time scales for the dynamics of the host and vector is obtained using an invariant manifold equation. In the case of a susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) host model this algebraic equation is a hyperbolic relationship modeling a saturated incidence rate. This is similar to the Holling type II functional response (Ecology) and the Michaelis-Menten kinetics (Biochemistry). We calculate the value for the force of infection leading to an endemic situation by performing a bifurcation analysis. The effect of seasonality is studied where the force of infection changes sinusoidally to model the annual fluctuations of the vector population. The resulting non-autonomous system is studied in the same way as the autonomous system using bifurcation analysis.